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Choosr for iOS makes crowd sourcing simple, effective and fun
Published on 04/28/15
App development company, Lexington Creative today introduces Choosr 1.0, their
ground-breaking new app for iOS devices. Choosr lets people easily and accurately
crowdsource opinions on virtually anything. Users pose a question and upload up to 4
options, consisting of images and/or statements, while other users vote for their
preferred option. To ensure targeted and accurate answers, uploaders can filter by age and
sex, while users judging can select categories that interest them.
San Jose, California - Available today, the ground-breaking iOS app Choosr lets anyone
easily and accurately crowdsource opinions on virtually anything. Users can both ask
questions and vote on others' at the same time. When posting a question, users give up to
4 options, each one consisting of an image and/or statement/caption. To get a target
audience's opinion, they can also filter the age range and sex of the voters.
To ensure accurate answering, when voting users select categories that interest them and
can skip questions that they can't or don't want to answer. The result is a quick, easily
sourced and targeted answer to virtually any question - from "what should I wear tonight?"
to "Which is the best logo for my hardware business?"
Creator Alex Harrington says he had the idea when thinking about an app that would simply
help people choose what to wear: "But I thought, why stop at that? Why not let them ask
anything at all? There's a whole source of untapped opinions and thoughts that we can
bring right to people's fingertips."
Issues and decisions that the app could be used to get opinions on include:
* Fashion ("What should I wear?")
* Fun hypotheticals ("Would you rather...?")
* Interest in a new idea ("would you use an app that locates florists?")
* Business decisions ("Which logo looks best?" or "which product packaging looks best"?
* Purchases ("Which color suits our walls best?" or "Which puppy should I buy?")
* Teen interests ("Who's hotter - 1D or Justin Bieber?")
* Relationships ("What should I get my wife for anniversary?" or "what should I do about a
cheating partner?")
With its simple layout, featuring an Instagram-style tab bar, the app is easy and
intuitive for new users.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 14.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Choosr 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Entertainment category.
Choosr 1.0:
http://www.choosrapp.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/choosr/id937978747
YouTube Video:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TN0w73F9PVA
Screenshot 1:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4lywps63qo8uusv/bestpic.PNG?dl=0
Screenshot 2:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n86lqb03flcujnd/Votessofar.png?dl=0
App Icon:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6a119oynnk834rb/choosr%20icon%20final%20-%20beveled.png?dl
=0

Located in San Jose, California and Sydney, Australia, Lexington Creative is an app
development company that was founded in 2009. All Material and Software (C) Copyright
2009-2015 Lexington Creative. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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